BUYING GUIDE

KIVIK
Seating series

MODELS

Footstool with storage
Chaise longue
Two-seat sofa
Three-seat sofa

Removable cover

Storage in footstool

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Read more in the
guarantee brochure.

Comfortable sofa at an attractive price
KIVIK sofa series is made for people who want extra comfortable seating, without it costing more than necessary. Every detail, inside and
out, is adapted to give you as much comfort as possible. You can also
combine the different parts in the series in different ways to suit you and
your home. This way, you always have room for relaxation.
Follows your body and gives support
The seat cushions in KIVIK seating series have a layer of memory foam
that softly follows the contours of your body and gives comfortable support exactly where you need it. The wide armrests have a thick padding
that’s nice both to rest your neck against and to sit on. If you choose to
add a chaise longue and footstool you will have a combination you can
really stretch out on. Then you can count on maximum comfort.
Choose your own combination
It’s easy to adapt KIVIK seating series to suit your home and your needs.
You can, for example, combine the sofas with a generous chaise longue
for extra room and comfort or add the corner section to create even
bigger combination to seat as many people as you like.You have every
possibility to create your own personal solution!

COMBINATIONS

KIVIK 2-seat sofa
Overall size: W190×D95×H83 cm

KIVIK 3-seat sofa
Overall size: W228×D95×H83 cm

ORRSTA light grey

490.114.17

ORRSTA light grey

990.114.29

BORRED dark brown

091.841.46

BORRED dark brown

991.841.56

BORRED grey.green

591.840.21

BORRED grey.green

491.840.31

HILLARED anthracite

491.936.67

HILLARED anthracite

391.936.77

HILLARED beige

791.943.97

HILLARED beige

491.944.07

HILLARED dark blue

491.937.33

HILLARED dark blue

091.937.54

KIVIK 2-seat sofa with chaise lounge
Overall size: W280×D163×H83 cm
ORRSTA light grey

790.114.11

BORRED dark brown

191.841.41

BORRED grey.green

591.840.16

HILLARED anthracite

591.936.62

HILLARED beige

091.943.91

HILLARED dark blue

491.937.28
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GOOD TO KNOW
FABRIC SOFAS
Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s
ability to resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to
rub it against another fabric while applying firm pressure.
A fabric that can take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniture
that must withstand everyday life at home – and if it can
take more than 30,000 cycles, it is very resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive to sunlight, which is why we
also check that our fabrics resist fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability
of our fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story.
Durability also depends on materials, construction and
manner of use. Heavy, tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture
of natural and synthetic fibres can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural fibers. Yarn.dyed fabrics
are more durable than fabrics with printed patterns. And a
dirty cover wears out faster than a clean one. The fabric is
also affected by how you use your sofa of course.

Washing instructions

Resistance
to abrasion
(cycles)

Light
fastness
(0-6)

HILLARED: multi-fiber blended, tonal yarn dyed structure.

Machine washable at 40°C.

30,000

5

BORRED: soft microfiber structre with subtle mélange effect.

Machine washable at 40°C.

20,000

5

ORRSTA: two toned subtle structure

Machine washable at 40°C.

20,000

5
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ALL PARTS

Width×Depth×Height in cm

Footstool
with storage

Chaise longue

Two-seat sofa

Three-seat sofa

90×70×43

90×163×83

190×95×83

228×95×83

Complete with cover
ORRSTA light grey
BORRED dark brown
BORRED grey-green
HILLARED anthracite
HILLARED beige
HILLARED dark blue
Extra cover
ORRSTA light grey
BORRED dark brown
BORRED grey-green
HILLARED anthracite
HILLARED beige
HILLARED dark blue
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